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Location: Melbourne
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Contact:
Patrick Alain MAYA
0407 910 810 or 03 8687 2116

aubizbuysell.com.au/72641

Trident Business and Corporate
Sales
Broker Ref: 3993118 

Mechanical/Electrical Infrastructure Maintenance
Provider Expressions of Interest Sought T/O Circa $8
Million
Specialised industry sector, this business has been in operation or almost 25 years and has built solid
systems which provides their customers with expert advice and seamless execution.
Highly qualified staff and contractors makes this a very solid business that is perfectly positioned for a
larger company with similar infrastructure to take it to the next level.
Alternatively, acquisition by the right operator as a stand-alone entity in its own right could lead to
capitalisation of the growth potential in this very rare opportunity that is seldom available to the open
market. A mechanical / electrical background would be of advantage to the acquirer, or a project
management background with extensive experience in specialised mechanical /electrical projects for a
smaller player.

KPIÃ¢Â€Â™s include - 
High entry level
Maintainable future earnings
Secure contracts in place
Impressive EBITDA. $1.6M
Speciality services
Consistent growth 
Water Assets management
Directors retiring
Seamless transition period 
Acquisition or Bolt on

No Information will be given over the phone. Strict Confidentiality applies to all enquiries.
Contact Patrick at TRIDENT on 0407 910 810
TRIDENT Business and Corporate Sales and/or their agents have been given exclusive authority to
market and sell this business for the Vendor. Therefore, they give notice that all information given in
relation to this property, whether contained in this document or given orally, is given without
responsibility and has not been audited by us. People intending to purchase should satisfy themselves
as to the accuracy of all information before proceeding. TRIDENT does not accept, and specifically
excludes any and all liability relating to the business. 
(Our reference T1236) - Some images used for illustration purposes only - TRIDENT Business reserves
the right to limit the release of information to parties who do not disclose their full contact and identity
details to the listing agent upon inquiring about this business. 
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